The news cycle then
The news ran on a schedule: we read the morning newspaper,
listened to the radio in the car, we could catch the 11 pm news.

24/7 constant flow

The news cycle now

Mobile editor

It is as easy to put out a tweet about breaking news as it is a
massive, we want the second by second update.

The digital editor will be
the most critical job

Curated

It's two tempos playing in
the media quartet these
days. These two tempos
fulfill the information needs
of our audience.

Interruptions, accessibility and
immediacy anywhere.
Shorter paragraphs.
Internal navigation supported in
subtitles or reading key points.

Discreet and creative editing.
Writing and image well
maintained.
Depth perspective information.

There is an increasing
appreciation for the role
both tempos can play.

Facts rather than analysis.
Breaking News.

Stories told in depth reaching
the end.
Have a degree of complexity.

Designing information quickly for
an audience that reads in different
moments.

Think traditional way but in
a digital platform.

Traditional Story Structure
Headline
Author

Two tempos:
rhythms for storytelling
in the digital age

The media quartet

Transform the reading process
in a nontraditional way.

Article

philosophy in place for
the flow of a story.

2 Consider curated digital

editions with a clear start
and end for users.

3 Consider curated editions
for breaking news, but
keep it short and sweet.

4 Do print happily, give

printed edition its place
within the media quartet.

Web

Tablet

Phone

THE TAKEAWAYS
1 Make sure to have a clear

Print
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Related articles

The best mobile
curator: fast, grat news
judgement, twitter junkies,
tight and bright writers,
social sleuths.”

5 Emphasize interdisciplinary teams to conceive
these products.

Appointments
Graphic
Facts
Reviews
Pictures
Numerals
Videos
Audios

6 The industry needs well

trained mobile editors
who can tell stories across
platforms.

